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1. WELCOME 

 
Welcome to the Politics A Level course! It is a fascinating and enriching course which couldn’t be 

more relevant in today’s turbulent times! It is a subject which is constantly evolving and it focuses 

very much on the now – on current affairs.  

 

Studying A Level Politics will develop your knowledge and understanding on how decisions are 

made, especially in Britain and America; how power is shared; what rights people have and 

whether the political systems work effectively and fairly. You will hone your skills in essay writing, 

critical thinking, analysis, evaluation and judgement making. You will learn about how the British 

and American political systems are structured, how they work in practice and how ordinary people 

can participate in the political process and influence decision-making. 

 

All students who choose to study A Level Politics are new to the subject; no prior learning or 

knowledge is required to be successful. Although a background in GCSE Citizenship and/or GCSE 

History can have some benefit, it is certainly not essential. You will not require any specific prior 

knowledge and many of the skills you will be developing will have been introduced in subjects like 

GCSE English and GCSE R.E. You do not need to have any specific political views to study A 

Level politics; in fact it is better if you don’t! You are more likely to succeed if you are open-

minded. However, it is important that you have a broad interest in Politics; in how a country is run 

and how decisions are made. The core skills you need to have are an inquisitive mind, a 

willingness to learn and a broad mind. 

 

A Level History complements a wide range of other A Level subjects and BTecs; from History to 

Maths, from Biology to Economics and from Health and Social Care to Theatre Studies. 

 

A Level Politics is a very employable qualification. It is very well respected by all higher education 

institutions, including Russell Group universities, as well as employers and apprenticeships. It is 

particularly relevant for legal and journalistic careers, public services and the civil service. 

 

 

What will I study? 

You will study: 

• British politics – how people participate in politics: the role of elections and the 

effectiveness of different electoral systems; political parties; pressure groups and social 
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movements, e.g. Extinction Rebellion; the role that referendums have increasingly made in 

decision-making and how democratic British politics is. 

• British government – how the British government is organised and the features of the 

different branches of government (PM, cabinet, Parliament, judiciary – courts, devolved 

assemblies and parliaments, constitution and sovereignty). 

• Ideologies – how specific thinkers have influenced political thinking and beliefs: 

conservatism, socialism, liberalism and anarchism / nationalism. 

• American politics and government – how the US system differs from the UK system. You 

will study how the US Constitution influences all American politics; the roles and powers of 

the President, Congress and the Supreme Court; Race and US politics; American elections 

and the influence of money; political parties and pressure groups; the importance of guns, 

abortion and immigration in American politics 

 

Some interesting questions you will encounter in A Level politics include: 

• Why was Donald Trump elected in 2016 when he won nearly 3 million fewer votes than his 

rival, Hillary Clinton 

• How 37.5% of the British population can take Britain out of the EU 

• Why gun control, immigration and abortion are so important in US politics. 

 

By studying A Level Politics you may be better able to understand how decisions are made. You 

will learn how to assess and evaluate a wide range of views and opinions to draw supported 

conclusions. 

 

 

What skills will I develop? 

Although, essay writing is the main way in which you will be formally assessed in Politics, the 

lessons will be largely discussion-based and you will learn how to construct a supported argument.  

 

Alongside the written skills, you will develop your research skills; you will learn how to find relevant 

evidence and to use this to produce a persuasive case. 

 

You will develop your evaluation skills and learn how to weigh up the strength/s of different 

opinions. 

 

Above all, you will learn how to think critically; how to question and debate; how to make 

judgments and how to weigh up evidence to reach a logical, supported and justifiable conclusion. 
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Assessment 

You will sit three papers at the end of Year 13 to get a qualification in A Level Politics. The 

questions are mostly essay-based. 

 

It is possible to sit for an AS in Politics either in Year 12 or Year 13. 

 

More detailed information about the content of A Level Politics is below: 

 

UK Politics and 

Government 

• Democracy and 

participation 

• Political parties 

• Electoral systems 

• Voting behaviour and 

the media 

• The Constitution 

• Parliament 

• Prime Minister and 

Executive 

• Relations between the 

branches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ideologies 

• Conservatism 

• Liberalism 

• Socialism 

• Anarchism or 

Nationalism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Government and Politics 

of the USA 

• The US Constitution and 

Federalism 

• US Congress 

• US Presidency 

• US Supreme Court and 

US Civil Rights 

• US Democracy and 

Participation 

• Comparative Theories
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2. Getting Started 
 

The study of Politics requires a number of key terms. Please find out definitions for the following 

words to explain their importance in politics. 

 

Key Words Task 

Apathy 

Authority 

Coalition 

Constitution 

Devolution  

Direct action 

Direct democracy 

Entrenched 

Executive 

Federal 

Franchise 

Government 

Judiciary 

Legislation 

Legitimacy  

Lobbying 

Mandate 

Manifesto 

Participation 

Pressure group 

Representative democracy 

Rights 

Royal Prerogative 

Social justice 

Solidarity 

Suffrage 

Think Tanks 

Unitary
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3.  Next Steps 

 

TASK 1: Read the article in the box below  

 

TASK 2 – complete these tasks in full sentences / paragraphs. 

I. Identify the positive and negative views offered by the article about MPs role in coronavirus 

regulations in the UK. Have they had too little oversight (input) or have they been consulted 

appropriately? 

II. Which side do you find most convincing? Why? 

III. What implications does this have for British democracy? 

 

 
Have MPs had too little oversight of coronavirus regulations? 

 
 
What’s the story? 
On 30th September 2020, the House of Commons voted 330-24 to renew powers granted to ministers by 
the Coronavirus Act (2020), but only after the Government agreed a last-minute deal with MPs, who had 
been threatening to rebel over the lack of opportunities being provided to debate, scrutinise and vote on 
the vast numbers of statutory instruments (SIs) that have been made since the beginning of the COVID- 
19 pandemic. Critics have argued that the Government’s frequent use of urgent procedures to make SIs 
has only placed further stress on the already insufficient systems used to make secondary legislation. 
 
 
What is the Coronavirus Act, and why did it need to be renewed? 
The Coronavirus Act (2020) is emergency legislation that was rapidly passed in March to grant new 
powers to tackle the spread of COVID-19, including powers to close schools and ban mass gatherings. 
Section 98 of the Act requires these powers to be periodically renewed. Every six months, the House of 
Commons must be given time to debate and vote on the motion “That the temporary provisions of the 
Coronavirus Act 2020 should not yet expire.” If the motion is voted down, ministers would have to end 
any schemes put in place using powers granted by the Act within 21 days. 
 
 
What criticisms have been made of the Government’s use of statutory instruments (SI)? 
Acts of Parliament (primary legislation) often give ministers power to make more detailed rules and 
regulations (secondary/delegated legislation), which often take the form of statutory instruments. For 
example, the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings on Public Transport) 
(England) Regulations 2020, which introduced new requirements to wear face coverings on public 
transport, were introduced using powers granted to ministers by the Public Health (Control of Disease) 
Act (1984). Parliament can only approve or reject the thousands of SIs that are made each year – MPs 
cannot propose amendments. Different procedures are used for obtaining parliamentary approval for 
secondary legislation – the procedure to be used is always specified in the relevant primary legislation. 
 
Most SIs use the ‘negative procedure’, which is where the SI is laid before Parliament after it has 
already been signed into law by the minister. The SI can then be annulled if a motion, known as a 
‘prayer’, is passed by either House within 40 days. In practice, it is rare for prayer motions to succeed 
because there is no fixed parliamentary time allocated to debate them – time would have to be granted 
by the government. Given this lack of scrutiny, the negative procedure was originally used for making 
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less controversial reforms - administrative and technical changes to the law that MPs were unlikely to 
want to debate. However, in recent years governments have used the negative procedure to avoid votes 
and debates on SIs that implement significantly more divisive policy measures. Of the 262 coronavirus 
related SIs laid before Parliament by the 13th October, 187 used the negative procedure. By 28th 
September, MPs had tabled prayer motions against just eight Coronavirus related SIs, and only one of 
these prayer motions was debated. By convention, SIs subject to the negative procedure are usually laid 
before Parliament at least 21 calendar days before they take effect. However, of the 187 coronavirus 
related SIs that used the negative procedure, 123 have broken this 21-day rule. All 16 of the SIs made 
under the Coronavirus Act (2020) have used the negative procedure, and none have been debated. 
 
More controversial SIs tend to use some form of ‘affirmative procedure’. To date, nine coronavirus SIs 
have used the ‘draft affirmative’ procedure, where the SI is laid before Parliament as a draft, and only 
becomes law after it has been approved by a vote. However, 65 coronavirus-related SIs have used the 
urgent ‘made affirmative’ procedure, which is where an SI is laid before Parliament already signed into 
law, but can only remain law if it is approved by MPs within a certain time period. Critics argue that this 
urgent procedure, which is usually reserved for emergencies, has at times been used unnecessarily. 
The requirement to wear masks on public transport was announced in a press conference on 4th June, 
but was then made law using emergency powers 11 days later, and was not debated until the 6th July. 
 
 
How successfully does Parliament perform its main functions? 
The debate over the Government’s use of statutory instruments provides a number of examples that 
are useful when examining how well Parliament is able to perform some of its core functions: 
 
1) Legitimisation – Parliamentary approval is vital for government actions to be recognised as lawful 
and legitimate. Critics argue that this is particularly the case when ministers wish to curtail basic rights, 
and impose unprecedented restrictions on our daily lives. However, many important coronavirus-related 
regulations have not been announced in Parliament, to be challenged and legitimised by MPs, but at 
press conferences, with parliamentary debates and votes scheduled weeks in the future, or simply not 
at all. The Speaker of the House of Commons, Sir Lindsay Hoyle, has said that the Government has 
treated MPs with “contempt” and that the frequent use of the emergency “made affirmative” procedure 
was of particular concern. He said he would “give very sympathetic consideration to applications for 
urgent questions or emergency debates” to ensure that ministers justify their use of emergency powers 
at the Dispatch Box, and to give MPs a timelier opportunity to scrutinise and legitimise new rules. On 
the 11th September, the new ‘rule of six’, which banned social gatherings of more than six people, was 
announced to the media only hours after the Health Secretary had addressed MPs in the Commons. 
The new rule took effect on the 14th September, but was not approved by MPs until the 6th October. 
The Bingham Centre for the Rule of Law has argued that such use of emergency procedures risks 
undermining the rule of law. It said that “the one day turnaround between the law being made and the 
law coming into force makes the law inaccessible and therefore unfair to apply against citizens who 
don't have a reasonable chance of knowing about such a rapid change.” The former Supreme Court 
Justice Lord Sumption has argued that “we have been governed by ministerial decree since March and 
in a democracy that is a very serious issue.” He believes that the Government should have made more 
use of the Civil Contingencies Act (2004), which “confers the widest possible powers on Government to 
do everything that they have sought to do so far, but, and this is why the Government doesn’t like it, 
they have to bring it before Parliament for approval within seven days.” 
 
2) Debate, scrutiny and representation – Lord Sumption has also challenged the idea that the pandemic 
is a matter “for ministers and for their professional advisors”. He has argued that “this isn’t just a 
scientific issue, it’s a moral issue, it’s a constitutional issue, it’s a legal issue, all of these things have to 
be considered and in a democracy that is what we elect our representatives to do”. Critics argue that 
while ministers certainly do need the capacity to act rapidly in emergencies, the problems raised by 
COVID-19 are complex and ongoing, and any inevitable trade-offs between protecting public health and 
the national economy should be debated and decided publicly in Parliament. Debates give MPs and 
Peers the opportunity to raise overlooked concerns, highlighted by experts or constituents. Sir Charles 
Walker, a former chair of the 1922 Committee, said that it was “a disgrace” that the Government only 
allocated 90 minutes to debate the six-month renewal of the Coronavirus Act (2020), “an Act that has 
fundamentally changed the nature of the relationship between the state and citizens”. He said that at 
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some stage he would clearly need “more than three minutes to discuss the fundamental hardships” 
faced by his constituents. Critics have also argued that the absence of debate has at times led SIs to 
be poorly drafted, with avoidable technical mistakes causing confusion for both the relevant authorities 
and the public. The Public Administration and Constitutional Affairs Committee noted how one woman 
“was fined £660 under the Regulations for “loitering” at Newcastle station” only for the finding to be 
“overturned when it became clear British Transport Police had used a provision that applied solely to 
infected persons.” Critics argue that when parliamentary scrutiny is known to be rigorous, and when 
ministers expect to face difficult debates and perhaps even the threat of a veto vote, it is inevitable that 
greater work will be put into ensuring that rules are clear, publicly defendable, and error free. On 30th 
September, the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, Matt Hancock, tried to address these 
concerns by promising that “wherever possible”, the Government will in future hold votes before new 
“significant national measures” come into effect. However, this concession did not appease all rebel 
backbenchers - seven Conservative MPs still voted against the blanket renewal of emergency powers. 
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4.  Building Skills 

 

Task: 

Write a report of between 1-2 sides A4 (approx. 600 words) to answer the following question. 

“Do voter fraud claims strengthen or weaken the case for electoral reform in America?”  

Evaluate this view and the alternatives to it.  

 

Please watch these two short videos (together totalling ten minutes) before reading the article so 

that you can understand how the Electoral College works in America. This will help you to 

understand the article more : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUS9mM8Xbbw&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9

cv0&index=4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wC42HgLA4k&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9cv

0&index=1 

 

 

There is one article below, but you are encouraged to find your own additional material to answer 

the question. 

 

 
Do voter fraud claims strengthen or weaken the case for electoral reform? 

 
 
What’s the story? 
On 3rd December 2020, President Trump delivered a speech from the White House in which he claimed 
that “pervasive fraud” had cost him the 2020 presidential election. Trump questioned why he “went from 
leading by a lot” in the hours after polls closed, “to losing by a little” in key battleground states. “It was a 
massive dump of votes, mostly Biden, almost all Biden. And to this day, everyone's trying to figure out 
where did it come from?” His critics argue that Biden’s late win was a predictable ‘blue shift’, easily 
explained by the increase in mail ballots seen in 2020, as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. Both 
critics and supporters of the Electoral College system used to elect the US President have argued that 
the President’s claims strengthen their case either for or against electoral reform. 
 
 
What is a ‘blue shift’? 
The last few decades has seen a gradual increase in the number of votes that are not counted until after 
the Tuesday of the election. One reason for this is an increase in the number of people who choose to 
vote by mail rather than in person. Mail ballots take longer to count because they have to be processed - 
manually checked to ensure that the signature on the ballot matches the signature on file. Most states 
begin to process their mail ballots before the election. In Florida, the process has to begin at least six 
days before the election. But in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, key battleground states, officials are not 
allowed to begin processing mail ballots until election day, meaning that their final vote tallies are not 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUS9mM8Xbbw&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9cv0&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUS9mM8Xbbw&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9cv0&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wC42HgLA4k&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9cv0&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wC42HgLA4k&list=PL9i7C_7FRan3alBJSEs3tJTxQEZYN9cv0&index=1
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clear until days after the election. The count in Nevada was particularly slow in 2020 because its state 
legislature passed a law in August requiring all voters to be sent a mail ballot, to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 at polling stations. As long as these ballots were posted by Election Day (and postmarked to 
prove this) – they could still be counted even if they arrived up to seven days after the election. Another 
source of late counted votes are ‘provisional ballots’. Voters who arrive at their polling station only to find 
that their name is not on the voter roll, perhaps because they only recently registered to vote and the roll 
had not been updated, are often able to cast a ‘provisional ballot’, which is put into a separate pile and 
checked after election day to see if it should be included in the count. In recent elections, Democratic 
voters have made far greater use of both mail and provisional ballots, producing a so-called ‘blue shift’, 
in which early result projections, based largely on in-person votes, suggest a Republican victory, only for 
the final vote count, which includes mail and provisional ballots, to produce a Democratic winner. Finally, 
a ‘blue shift’ can also result from the fact that Democratic-leaning urban counties often take longer to 
count ballots and report their results than more sparsely populated, Republican-leaning rural counties. 
 
 
Was there really a big swing after the first result projections? 
Shortly after the polls closed on 3rd November, Trump claimed victory in a number of battleground states 
that were yet to count millions of mail and provisional ballots, telling his supporters, "We want all voting 
to stop." At the time, Trump was leading by around 300,000 votes in Michigan, and 690,000 votes in 
Pennsylvania - but there were clear signs that a ‘blue shift’ was underway, and, as the count continued, 
Joe Biden eventually took the lead. Claims on social media suggested that Biden gained from 
suspicious ‘vote dumps’ of mail-in ballots that exclusively benefited the Democratic nominee, but which 
in fact included large numbers of Trump votes. Other noticeable jumps in Biden’s vote were caused by 
human error. For example, it was reported that Biden had won 153,710 votes in Michigan’s Shiawassee 
County, when he had in fact won only 15,371 votes. A zero had been accidentally added during the vote 
count, giving the impression of a suspicious jump in Biden’s state-wide vote. While the mistake was 
corrected within around 20 minutes, there was still enough time for those closely following the contest to 
report evidence of voter fraud. Another example of human error was found in Fayette County, Georgia. 
During a hand tally of votes, legally mandated to ensure that new election machines had counted votes 
accurately, it was discovered that a memory card containing 2,755 votes (including 1,577 for Trump and 
1,128 for Biden) had not been uploaded, and included in the state’s final vote count. 
 

 
US Elections – Does the Electoral College need to be reformed? 

The President’s claim that the 2020 presidential election was undermined by widespread voter fraud 
raises some interesting points that are useful when debating the Electoral College system. While cases 
of human error have been discovered, leading to slight changes in some county vote totals, the Trump 
campaign has so far struggled to prove its voter fraud claims. Election officials in all 50 states have said 
that they have found no evidence of systematic fraud, while the federal Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency issued a statement describing the 2020 election as "the most secure in American 
history.” The President’s critics argue that the ‘blue shift’ is a widely known phenomenon, and that 
Trump’s demand to “Stop the count!” in key swing states was motivated by a desire to exclude likely 
Biden votes, rather than a genuine concern that these late ‘vote dumps’ were fraudulent. Mistakes have 
been identified, but they have not been significant enough to alter state-wide results, and, in some 
cases, recounts demanded by the Trump campaign have actually increased Biden’s lead. 
 
Supporters of the Electoral College argue that the lack of widespread fraud in US presidential elections 
actually strengthens the case against electoral reform. They argue that it is far harder to cheat under 
the current Electoral College system, because those intent on overturning the election must first guess 
which state contests will be close enough that fraudulent votes could overturn the result without being 
detected. There is little point committing fraud in a solidly Blue or Red state like California or Alabama, 
because of the sheer number of fraudulent votes needed to overturn the result. While election-watchers 
often have a good idea which states are likely to be close contests, there are often still surprises. Few 
could have guessed in 2000 that only few hundred fraudulent votes could have not only overturned the 
extremely close result in Florida, but changed the outcome of the entire presidential election. Electoral 
College supporters argue that even if battleground states are easily identifiable, these states inevitably 
receive greater scrutiny, and it is far harder to commit fraud without being detected by the poll watchers 
and lawyers that descend on swing states. Under the Electoral College, it is arguably easiest to commit 
fraud where it matters the least – in less closely monitored solidly Red and Blue states. In contrast, it is 
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argued that if the president was elected by popular vote, it would be possible to help your candidate by 
cheating absolutely anywhere in the country, including in Democratic and Republican strongholds, 
where critics of the popular vote fear there might be less oversight. Electoral College supporters argue 
that even without clear proof of fraud, close national contests would inevitably be viewed with suspicion. 
The 2020 election has seen the Trump campaign focus its fraud allegations on key counties in key 
states. In a close popular vote, would there be calls for national recounts? How long would this take? 
 
However, supporters of electoral reform challenge these arguments. Firstly, they argue that even if the 
Electoral College did reduce fraud, the enhanced scrutiny supposedly given to swing states has not 
prevented many Americans from questioning the legitimacy of Biden’s victory – a POLITICO/Morning 
Consult survey found that 70% of Republicans did not believe that the election had been “free and fair”. 
Even when Trump won in 2016, he argued that Hillary Clinton had only won the popular vote because 
“millions of people” had voted illegally. Secondly, they argue that under the Electoral College system, 
those hoping to cheat know exactly where fraudulent votes are likely to have a decisive impact, 
because it is well known which swing states are likely to decide the election. In these closely fought 
states, only a few thousand, or even a few hundred, fraudulent votes can change the result, and the 
outcome of the entire election. In the 2000 presidential election, Florida’s result was determined by just 
537 votes, while the New Mexico result was even closer - won by just 366 votes. However, even in the 
remarkably close 2000 presidential election, overturning the national popular vote would have required 
over half a million fraudulent votes. Likewise, several key contests in 2020 were remarkably close. Joe 
Biden won Arizona by only around 10,000 votes, and Georgia by under 12,000. But Biden also won the 
national popular vote by over 7 million votes. Electoral reform supporters argue that the scale of fraud 
needed to overturn a popular vote would be unlikely to go unnoticed. 
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5.  A-Level Ready 

 

To succeed in Politics, you need to be able to analyse political information, research issues and to 

keep up to date with current affairs. It is important that you get into good habit of following current 

affairs right from the start. If you start now, it will become second-nature when you begin the 

course. 

 

It is important that you use a wide range of media sources to follow the news, so that you aren’t 

adversely affected by political bias. Some suggestions are below: 

 

1. Periodicals and magazines 

Philip Allan Publishers (www.philipallan.co.uk) produce a quarterly (Sept, Nov, Feb and April) 

periodical, “Politics Review” which is aimed directly at A-Level students. This contains a number of 

articles relevant to the A-Level course. The Politics Department at JHN subscribes to this 

periodical and we will copy relevant articles for you but if you choose to subscribe yourself you will 

also have access to their online resources produced to support the articles. 

 

There are a number of political magazines, many satirical, which you could benefit from reading. 

Perhaps you could share a subscription? These include: 

• The Spectator (http://www.spectator.co.uk/) contains articles written by a wide range of 

columnists. Articles will concern British politics, controversial policies, party developments 

etc… but will also consider global politics and American politics  

• Private Eye (http://www.private-eye.co.uk/) is a long-running political satire publication. It is 

often provocative and amusing! 

• New Statesman (http://www.newstatesman.com/)  - wide range of political articles 

• The Economist (http://www.economist.com/) – particularly useful for students studying both 

Politics and Economics 

• The Week (http://www.theweek.co.uk/) bite-sized review of the week’s big news stories 

 

2. Newspapers 

You should be reading newspapers regularly. You do not need to personally subscribe to a daily 

newspaper but if you do wish to please investigate. Most of the daily newspapers offer discounts 

for students. The Financial Times, for example, offers a free subscription for students.: 

http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/students/2008/03/07/free-financial-times-subscription-for-students 

http://www.philipallan.co.uk/
http://www.spectator.co.uk/
http://www.private-eye.co.uk/
http://www.newstatesman.com/
http://www.economist.com/
http://www.theweek.co.uk/
http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/students/2008/03/07/free-financial-times-subscription-for-students
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Some will give you a book of coupons which will enable you to purchase newspapers cheaper 

whereas others will send the papers directly to your door. 

 

Remember that all the newspapers can be read online, but some, like “The Times” charge for their 

online subscription. Newspapers can also be read on Kindles/tablets and subscriptions to these 

are often much cheaper.  The I’s online subscription is £5 a month and whole paper. You should 

aim to read a range of newspapers and bear in mind the political leanings of each one! 

 

Broadsheets – tend to have more articles relevant to the A-Level Politics syllabus. Very good 

editorials. Often have good essays, especially in their weekend editions. It is important that you 

begin to familiarise yourself with certain journalists or columnists: 

• “The Times” (http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/) – leans to the right 

• “The Daily Telegraph” (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/) – leans to the right 

• “The Financial Times” (http://www.ft.com/home/uk) – primarily focused on economic issues 

but contains a significant number of relevant articles 

• “The Independent” (http://www.independent.co.uk/) – serious news stories and articles 

• “The Guardian” (http://www.guardian.co.uk/) – leans to the left. 

 

Tabloids – will have fewer political news stories and articles, less in-depth analysis but important 

to know what the tabloids are saying because their readership is so much higher than the 

broadsheets, therefore they influence the politicians!!! 

• “The i” (http://www.independent.co.uk/i/) – a bite-sized “Independent”. The cheapest daily 

newspaper! 

• “The Sun” (http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/) – leans to the right. Most widely-read 

newspaper. Focuses on celebrity culture, rather than politics 

• “The Daily Mail” (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/index.html) – definitely right-wing! 

Widely-read, therefore influential! 

• “The Daily Express” (http://www.express.co.uk/home) – obsessed with the monarchy, 

Farage and Brexit!!! 

• “The Daily Mirror” (http://www.mirror.co.uk/) – left-wing paper. 

 

3. Television 

The News - It is important that you watch the news regularly. It is good for you to watch the news 

on the BBC at 6 or 10 o’clock or the ITV news at 10. We particularly recommend the Channel 4 

news coverage from 7:00-8:00.  

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
http://www.ft.com/home/uk
http://www.independent.co.uk/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/
http://www.independent.co.uk/i/
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/index.html
http://www.express.co.uk/home
http://www.mirror.co.uk/
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News Channels - BBC News 24 and Sky News are probably the best 24-hours news channels to 

follow. BBC Parliament can be a little dry but at times it is worth watching!!! 

There are a large number of political TV programmes. You do not have to religiously watch every 

programme every night in their entirety but it is worth recording them so that you can pick out 

relevant stories. We particularly recommend: 

• Newsnight – current affairs programme. Weekday nights on BBC Two. 10:30-11:20 

• Question Time – panel show. Thursday nights 10:35 on BBC1 

• Peston – Wednesday nights, after the news, 10:45/11:00 on ITV 

• The Andrew Marr Show – Sunday mornings, 9-10 on BBC1 

Please remember that all these programmes are available on the i-player, as are all the 

recommended radio programmes 

 

4. Radio 

You are encouraged to tune into Radio 4. You should particularly be listening to the Today 

programme from 6:00-9:00 and the evening news with Evan Davies, 5:00-6:00. Again it is 

important to remember that you can listen again to R4 through the i-player.  

 

If you have an MP3 player or i-pod we recommend that you subscribe to some of the Radio 4 

podcasts (http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/downloads/): 

• “Today in Parliament” 

• “Westminster Hour” 

• “Any Questions” 

• “Weekly Political Review” 

• “Political Thinking” with Nick Robinson 

 

5. Twitter 

Virtually every MP and columnist has their own twitter feed. We particularly recommend 

@bbcnickrobinson. Each political party has a Twitter account as does the newspapers, periodicals 

and news channels. @BBCBreaking will keep you in touch with changing news stories; 

@gdnpoliticswire is The Guardian’s political Twitter feed; @C4Politics is recommended and Sky’s 

political editor’s Twitter @bethrigby as well as the BBC’s Laura Kuenssberg’s Twitter account 

@bbclauark  

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/downloads/
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Current Affairs Task - Complete the task below and bring on paper to class: 

 

As a Politics student, you need to keep up to date with news and current affairs. Each day try to 

record at least one news article or report that has influenced UK and/or US Politics. You should 

use a wide range of sources from the list above – try to regularly use at least one from each 

section. Keep your records in a table like the one below. It is inevitable that the media will be 

dominated by Coronavirus but try to seek out a range of political news stories if possible. 

 

 

Date 

 

News source 

 

Summary of news 

 

Impact on UK Politics 
 

01.06.21 TV news 

Website 

Newspaper 

Radio 

Podcast 

What happened? 

Why? 

This has meant that… 
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Understanding UK Politics Tasks - Complete your choice of task/s below and bring on 

paper to class: 

 

Please complete the first task (in bold type) and then choose at least one other task from the list 

below (in normal type): 

Make a list of the reasons why the UK is considered democratic and undemocratic 

 

• Go to the UK Supreme Court website https://www.supremecourt.uk/ and look at the profiles 

of the judges. Choose 5 and create Top Trump cards with your own subheadings. 

 

• Read a ‘broadsheet’ newspaper such as the Times or the Guardian. Identify at least one 

article of interest in UK politics today. Write a rebuttal to the piece in no more than 250 

words. 

 

• Visit either the Conservative or Labour Party websites and out 5 of their key aims. Write a 

critique of each of these 5 aims. 

 

• Create a two-page statistical report on the results of the 2019 General Election. 

 

• Create a visual storyboard showing how the First Past The Post (FPTP) electoral system 

works 

 

• Write an email to your MP about a current affairs issue that is important to you. Bring in a 

copy of your letter and any reply you get, annotated with your responses (remember you 

will need to include your name and address to get a response!) 

  

https://www.supremecourt.uk/
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6. Extension Tasks 

 

Many students are reluctant to read, but ambitious students should regard this as an essential part 

of their preparation for top courses. Textbooks will be an essential part of your learning but they 

will not teach you to be a good historian.  

 

A lot of the books listed below can be bought second-hand very cheaply through market sellers 

and charity shops. You can also find a number as e-books or you could borrow from your local 

library and/or the school library. 

 

Many of the magazines offer e-editions or reduced subscriptions for students 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

Stitcher – A-level politics podcast 
Beyond Westminster 
BBC politics podcasts 
The Westminster Hour 
Politics.co.uk podcasts 
 

Guardian ‘politics weekly’ podcasts 
Going the way of the dodo 
10 of the best podcasts 
Takes from the lobby 
Learn out loud podcasts 

 

 

iPlayer Climate Change Playlist 
World economic forum videos 
Politics Live – BBC iPlayer 
The Andrew Marr Show 
The Politics Show 

Question Time 
BBC Parliament 
Cabinet Confidential 
Globalisation if Good – Johan Norberg 

 

https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/alevel-politics-podcast
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00g6spw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=politics&suggid
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006s624
https://www.politics.co.uk/podcast/
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/series/politicsweekly
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0006shh?fbclid=IwAR3FGxbFGXmWSMPCpdu6ftBBzM6JNeyM_DTXS84ab2Wnc6pAngkFjykDrcU
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2018/jun/17/political-podcasts-10-of-the-best
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m0006mr6
https://www.learnoutloud.com/category_podcast.php?cat=0&catid=26&level=0&id=26&
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/search?q=climate+change
https://www.weforum.org/videos/archive/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b0bjf8p5/politics-live
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b0080bbs/the-andrew-marr-show
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00b2qm1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006t1q9
https://www.bbc.co.uk/tv/bbcparliament
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdAhv0D1_hc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12YDLZq8rT4&t=352s
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Blunders-Our-Governments-Anthony-King/dp/1780742665
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Who-Governs-Britain-Pelican-Books/dp/0141980656/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/All-Out-War-Britains-Political/dp/0008215170/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/End-Party-Andrew-Rawnsley/dp/0141046147/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shock-Doctrine-Rise-Disaster-Capitalism/dp/0141024534/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/WTF-Richly-argued-brilliantly-written/dp/1473661315/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1530693614&sr=1-1&keywords=robert+peston
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Inside-Story-Politics-Intrigue-Treachery/dp/0008201366/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview
https://www.totalpolitics.com/
https://www.spectator.co.uk/
https://www.economist.com/
https://global-politics.co.uk/
https://www.theweek.co.uk/
https://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/
https://www.netflix.com/title/70189282
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qgrd
https://archive.org/details/TheFogOfWarElevenLessonsFromTheLifeOfRobertS.Mcnamara
https://player.bfi.org.uk/rentals/film/watch-the-queen-2006-online
https://player.bfi.org.uk/rentals/film/watch-eye-in-the-sky-2016-online
https://player.bfi.org.uk/rentals/film/watch-malcolm-x-1992-online
https://www.amazon.com/Hotel-Rwanda-Xolani-Mali/dp/B002BVOY7G
https://www.netflix.com/title/80117542
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UK Government and Politics 

  
How Britain Really Works – Stig Abell Readable and witty analysis of recent political 

events and the institutions that make the UK 

Why we get the wrong politicians – Isabel 
Hardman 

Behind-the-scenes on life in Parliament, raising 
causes of disillusionment with politicians 

Truth to Power: 7 Ways to Call Time on B.S. 
 – Jess Phillips MP 

Inspirational and practical guide to speaking up 
and affecting change 

WTF? – Robert Peston Summary of Britain’s political/economic problems 
and suggestions to put things right 

Punch and Judy Politics: Insider Guide to 
PMQs – Ayesha Hazarika & Tom Hamilton 

Behind the scenes look at PMQs from Ed 
Miliband’s advisers 

The Blunders of our Governments – 
Anthony King & Ivor Crewe 

Looking at the institutional reasons government is 
not always built for good decision-making 

All Out War: The Full Story of how Brexit 
Sank Britain’s Political Class – Tim Shipman 

Brexit– up to 2017 

Fall Out: A Year of Political Mayhem – Tim 
Shipman 

Brexit – up to 2018 

Renovation, Rebuilding UK Politics – Roger 
Parry 

Brief dissertation about changing the way 
Parliament works without implementing 
constitutional changes. 

How to Lose a Referendum - Jason Farrell, 
Paul Goldsmith 

The Definitive Story of Why the UK voted for Brexit 

Poverty Safari: Understanding the Anger of 
Britain’s Underclass – Darren McGarvey 

What poverty means in the UK and how this is not 
understood by the political class – also relevant for 
Sociology 

 

 

 

 
Political Ideologies / Philosophy 

  
The Politics Book: Big Ideas, Simply 
Explained – Dorling Kingsley 

Reference books, looking at all major political 
ideas and thinkers 

Contesting Democracy – Jan-Werner Muller Historical account of political thought in 20th 
century Europe 

Remaking One Nation: The Future of 
Conservatism - Nick Timothy 

Theresa May’s former adviser, suggesting his 
vision for the party’s future direction 

The Spirit Level: Why Equality is better for 
everyone by Kate Pickett, Richard Wilkinson 

Explains the problems caused by inequality in a 
range of areas 

Hannah Arendt (anything!) One of the most influential 20th century political 
philosophers, looking at human nature 

The Prince - Machiavelli Foundation of realist thought 

What is Politics? - Adrian Leftwich Intro on Google Books – More of an introduction to 
undergraduate 
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USA 

  
Race of a Lifetime – Heilemann and 
Halperin 

2008 presidential race 

The Fifth Risk – Michael Lewis Damning criticism of Trump’s White House 

 
See below for links to more books – of course, Amazon isn’t the only book-selling site! 
 

 

Click on the book for a hyperlink to the relevant Amazon page… 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/How-Hell-Did-This-Happen/dp/161185511X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1529581302&sr=8-1&keywords=how+the+hell+did+this+happen
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Understanding-Trump-Newt-Gingrich/dp/1478923067/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1529596780&sr=1-1&keywords=understanding+trump
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Understanding-Trump-Both-Sides-Wall-ebook/dp/B077KYV1NZ/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1529596780&sr=1-2&keywords=understanding+trump
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Case-Trump-Victor-Davis-Hanson/dp/1541673549/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=the+case+for+trump&qid=1561460224&s=gateway&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Trumpocracy-Corruption-American-David-Frum/dp/0062796739/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Trumpocracy&qid=1561460368&s=gateway&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Higher-Loyalty-Truth-Lies-Leadership/dp/1529000823/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1529596713&sr=1-1&keywords=a+higher+loyalty
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Beyond-Messy-Truth-Apart-Together/dp/0399180028/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1529597071&sr=1-1&keywords=beyond+the+messy+truth
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Siege-Trump-Under-Michael-Wolff/dp/1408711656/ref=pd_sbs_14_5/258-3660016-3404037?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1408711656&pd_rd_r=c52b50c0-6673-4037-a44c-4e799f02b957&pd_rd_w=sPq6D&pd_rd_wg=rrUT4&pf_rd_p=2773aa8e-42c5-4dbe-bda8-5cdf226aa078&pf_rd_r=FR8CNBY137G3JXXWW9BK&psc=1&refRID=FR8CNBY137G3JXXWW9BK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fear-Trump-White-Bob-Woodward/dp/1471181294/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3MIJDDWPBQ3YG&keywords=fear+by+bob+woodward&qid=1561460310&s=books&sprefix=fear+by+bob,alexa-skills,128&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Year-At-Circus-Inside-Trumps/dp/1785944371
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Case-Against-Impeaching-Trump/dp/151074228X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=19B6H3G79I7N4&dchild=1&keywords=the+case+against+impeaching+trump&qid=1588686333&s=books&sprefix=the+case+against+impeac,stripbooks,139&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Case-Impeaching-Trump-Elizabeth-Holtzman/dp/1510744770/ref=sr_1_1?crid=AX4M10TFDW7M&keywords=the+case+for+impeaching+trump&qid=1561460497&s=gateway&sprefix=the+case+for+impeaching+tr,alexa-skills,123&sr=8-1

